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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Deliverable 4.3 explores currently available secure repository management systems for storing 

applications, models, and container templates for the pipelines developed in WP3 and 

provisioned on the Cloud resources. The deliverable provides information on the updates of 

the repository conducted in relation to the requirements of the DataCloud use-case partners. 

Therefore, in this deliverable, we provide information on the extension of the MinIO repository 

with support for storage, versioning, and management of Docker containers.  

For the given purpose in this deliverable, we have:  

1. Explored multiple approaches for the support of docker repositories. 

2. Deployed a distributed storage repository at the University of Klagenfurt with support 

for docker containers. 

3. Provided a detailed user manual for programmatic and interface-based access to the 

docker repository over the MinIO framework. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Deliverable 4.3 provides a detailed description of the updated storage repository with support 

for Docker images. We have considered the requirements of the use-case application and 

extended the classical MinIO object storage repository with functionality for management, 

versioning and deployment of Docker images. Therefore, in this section we provide 

background information on the MinIO storage system and Docker containers.  

MinIO is software-defined high-performance object storage released under GNU Affero 

General Public License v3.0. Besides, we selected MinIO as it is open source and relatively 

straightforward to deploy through a Docker swarm and Kubernetes. 

MinIO splits and replicates the data into “chunks” or parts, which helps to protect the data 

against failures such as corruption, hardware failure, or intrusions by using “Erasure code”. 

This tool’s feature helps achieve a high level of redundancy, and it is possible to lose up to half 

(N/2) of the total storage devices and still recover the data. 

More information about MinIO can be found in Deliverable D4.1. 

Docker is a platform for developers to build, ship, and run distributed applications with the help 

of Docker Engine. The snapshot from a container's runtime is portable and can be stored in 

Docker Hub as a cloud-based registry and code repository. The majority of use-case 

applications in DataCloud rely on Docker containers for application delivery, and therefore, it 

is essential to allow transparent management of Docker images. The Docker approach 

provides multiple advantages over classical virtual machine based deliver, including:  

• Faster application delivery - Docker is appropriate in aiding the development lifecycle. 

While the developers are working in isolated operation teams inside a company, 

Docker technology allows them to develop containers consisting of separate 

(micro)services, integrate them, and deploy the whole workflow for their customers. 

• Elastic deployment and scaling - Highly portable workloads packaged in Docker 

containers are able to be executed consistently on physical Edge devices or the Cloud 

virtual machines. 
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

MinIO supports three deployment strategies, single-node single-drive, single-node multi-drive, 

multi-node multi-drive. 

1. Single-node Single-drive (standalone): is suitable for a single MinIO server deployed 

on a volume of storage which is useful for evaluation and initial application 

development. This deployment provides a high level of reliability and fault tolerance. 

Standalone MinIO deployment provides a zero–parity for erasure coding, including the 

following dependent features: 

a. Versioning 

b. Object locking/ retention 

2. Single-node Multi-drive (standalone multi-drive): supports a single MinIO server for 

several volumes of storage, providing high availability and redundancy. This 

deployment support erasure coding with the following dependent features: 

a. Object versioning 

b. Retention: write-once-read-many, object locking 

3. Multi-node Multi-drive (distributed): supports several MinIO servers with multiple 

storage volumes. 

In repository version two (v2), we extended the single-node single-drive deployment of the 

MinIO software suite to the single-node multiple-drive deployment, which increases the 

reliability and fault tolerance. Moreover, we applied the operations, administration, and 

development of MinIO deployments on Docker containers. 

Previously, several projects utilized the MinIO storage software by the Docker containers in 

their tools. Poojara et al. [2] proposed a serverless data pipeline approach designed based on 

the Apache NiFi, MinIO, and MQTT services. Andersen et al. [3] designed a multi-national 

cluster based on the Kubernetes orchestration framework while utilizing a MinIO database for 

the images and videos processed by their surveillance management applications. Kennouche 

et al. [4] utilized MinIO to store the trained model on the storage system accessible through 

the Kubernetes cluster running on the OpenStack platform. 

Therefore, the Key Innovation Aspect of the DataCloud repository in comparisons to the 

related solutions is the utilisation of object-based storage with support for Docker registry, 

specifically tailored for secure storage of Big Data pipelines.   
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3 DOWNLOAD AND INSTALATION OF DOCKER ENGINE FOR 

MINIO 

This section presents the different steps of extracting the MinIO software from the remote 

repository to our local machine. 

Firstly, we followed the instructions provided in Docker documentation [5] to install the Docker 

engine on our Ubuntu 20.04 server. 

After the successful installation of the engine, we provided the steps followed to extract, install 

and set up the management dashboard for the MinIO admin. 

3.1 INSTALATION OF THE MINIO CLIENT  

To download the MinIO client executable on the local data center infrastructure we refer to the 

following command and related address:  

• wget https://dl.min.io/client/mc/release/linux-amd64/mc 

 

Listing 1: The local installation procedure 

To set the execution mode of the MinIO client application, we ran the following command: 

 

Listing 2: Command for setting up the execution mode 

3.2 INSTALLATION THROUGH DOCKER ENGINE 

We run the MinIO as a Docker container by setting the username, password, and port 

numbers. Before that, it is necessary to download the Docker image 

(quay.io/minio/minio) if it is not available in the repository: 
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Listing 3: Running the MinIO Docker container on a Docker engine 

Besides, these are the logs of the running MinIO Docker container (ID = fee32d531589): 

 

Listing 4: Logs of MinIO Docker execution 

Then, we set the MinIO client to access the dashboard through the web browser: 

 

Listing 5: Configuring access from a web interface 

Figure 1 shows the login page for admins and service users (the consortium). Afterward, it is 

possible to browse the dashboard of the application to manage the object storage service. 
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Figure 1: MinIO Login Console 

Single-node multi-drive deployment: as observed in Figure 2, we used the MinIO console 

for the administration of a single-node multi-drive storage, such as Identity and access 

management, metrics and log monitoring, or server configuration. The figure shows four 

storage drives, each with a capacity of 933GB. All these storage drives are managed by the 

admin team to be split among the consortium partners. 

Moreover, it is possible to use the MinIO Client (mc) command line tool, providing a modern 

alternative to UNIX commands like ls, cat, cp, mirror, and diff. The mc command-line tool is 

built for compatibility with the AWS S3 API and is tested MinIO and AWS S3 for expected 

functionality and behaviour. mc has the following syntax: 

• mc [GLOBALFLAGS] COMMAND 

In addition, we can use the mc admin info command to test the connection to the newly 

added MinIO deployment: 

• mc admin info myminio 

 

https://docs.min.io/minio/baremetal/reference/minio-mc.html#command-mc
https://min.io/docs/minio/linux/reference/minio-mc-admin/mc-admin-info.html#command-mc.admin.info
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Figure 2: Storage drives available in the dashboard. 

Minio access Policy: manages users accessibility to the Minio object storage. We created 

two buckets for each partner, where each bucket compromises several directories. The first 

bucket is private and accessible only by the specific partner, while the second is shared with 

all partners. To this end, we created a policy for each bucket and specified its accessibility 

through the following steps: 

• Write a policy in json file through the nano command line tool (nano newpolicy.json): 

 

Listing 6: Configuring a json file for user access policy at the MinIO repository 

The "Action" specify the user action, while "Resource" indicates the bucket and the area that 

the user can access. my-bucketname is the name of the bucket that the user can access if we 

put * instead of the name of the particular bucket means that the user can access all the 

buckets in the Minio. Moreover, if we want to give the write and read right to the user, we can 

write * in front of the action. 

Notice: if we want to give access of several bucket to the user, we add name of several bucket 

"arn:aws:s3:::my-bucketname1/*", 

"arn:aws:s3:::my-bucketname2/*" 
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• Add the new policy to MinIO policy list through MinIO client (mc): 

 

Listing 7: Adding new policy to minio policy list 

• Attach the policy to the user through MinIO client: 

 

Listing 8: Setting new policy to a minio user 
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4 MINIO STORAGE USAGE INFORMATION 

Figure 3 depicts that the administration dashboard provides a few monitoring metrics that can 

be observed, including the number of buckets created or the objects stored on the server 

machine: 

 

Figure 3: General status for the admin user 

The administrator is able to monitor the amount of storage used by the data of each project 

partner, along with the last access time to the system. As this is a few terabytes of storage, 

currently, there is no overutilization of resources (as observed in Figure 4). However, the 

management team will devise a plan in the case of high accessibility and usage of the object 

storage system. 
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Figure 4: Storage usage by the use-cases 

Figure 5 shows that four partners currently set their credentials from the consortium and had 

access to their object storage management profiles. 

 

Figure 5: Users accessing the distributed storage system 
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5 CREATING DOCKER REGISTRY WITH MINIO 

To create a simple private Docker registry, there exists a Docker image named 

“registry:21” [7]. Firstly, we created the file config.yml in the directory of 

/etc/docker/registry/ through the nano command line tool, and replaced the 

accesskey, secretkey, etc. with our setups. 

 

Listing 9: Configuring a yaml file for Docker registry at the MinIO repository 

After tagging the Docker image to dcloud.itec.aau.at:5000, we ran the following command to 

set up the registry based on the rules in the config.yml file with MinIO [8]: 

• docker run -d -p 5000:5000 -v 

/etc/docker/registry/config.yml:/etc/docker/registry/config.yml 

--name=registry registry:2 

 

Listing 10: Running Docker registry container with MinIO 

Thereafter, we pushed the Docker tagged image into the already-created registry through the 

following command: 

 

 
1https://hub.docker.com/_/registry 

https://hub.docker.com/_/registry
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Listing 11: Tagging and pushing a Docker image to the registry 

In addition, because a business case partner may need to provide one’s software as a tarball 

file for the consortium, it is also possible to store every Docker image of a business case 

partner as the tarball, such as the 5.6MB Alpine Linux v3.10 file: 

 

Listing 12: Saving a Docker image as a tarball to be stored in the MinIO repository 

Afterward, Figure 6 shows that AAU has already uploaded the Docker image (alpine.tar) 

through the AAU console to the MinIO shared directory for DataCloud partners' access. 

 

Figure 6: Docker image shared for the consortium 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this deliverable, we provided a detailed description on the extension of the functionalities of 

the available DataCloud distributed storage repository.  

Based on the analysis we selected most appropriate repository management system that 

meets the requirements of DataCloud and extended it to support registration of Docker images. 

Thereafter, we selected proper storage hardware resources and integrated them as a stand-

alone system in the Cloud data centre at the University of Klagenfurt, which allows transparent 

deployment of Docker images.  

We provided external access to the storage system with possibility for both programmatic and 

UI-based access to all use case partners and presented usage statistics. Besides, we provide 

a user manual how to locally deploy MinIO with Docker image registry and how the 

stakeholders can properly use it.  
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